Asteroid Word Search Puzzle

The Threat From Near-Earth Objects
By Jerry Stone FBIS SPACEFLIGHTUK

If you watched either of the movies “Deep Impact” or “Armageddon”, you may have an idea of the future that faces Earth if we are hit by a Near Earth Object (NEO). According to NASA, asteroids big enough to cause catastrophic destruction could theoretically hit the Earth.

Whilst we wait for the impact (!) have some fun with this Word-search:

A E C A P S R A E N
S R O E T E M S W E
T I M P A C T T S H
R R E A E A O E T L
O L T G G R O R C H
N A S I I E A O E S
O S N N G E D I J A
M A O P I K T D B R
E N O I S I L L O C
R O C K S O D I E N
S E T I R O E T E M

• ARMAGEDDON
• ASTEROID
• ASTRONOMERS
• COLLISION
• COMETS
• CRASH

• EARTH
• IMPACT
• METEORITES
• METEORS
• NASA
• NEAR

• OBJECTS
• OPIK
• ROCKS
• SPACE
• TORINO

When you have found all the words, the letters that are left over form a message. Can you find out what it says?

If so, email me at jerry.stone2001@gmail.com

Visit https://asteroididay.org
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